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Frame Sliding Door System FAQ’s 

What do I need to keep in mind while measuring the finished openings for my Lumicor doors?

If the door will be mounted inside an opening, make sure all trim is either complete or accounted for during take-off dimensions. Will the 
door be barn door mounted or mounted inside the opening? Please advise us upfront if you plan to use a soft closer. Predetermine the 
number of doors you want in your application.

What is the widest opening possible?

Top and bottom tracks are available in lengths up to 19'-6".

How important is it to properly measure the finished opening for my doors?

Doors are made-to-order and delivered based on your specifications. It is important to provide accurate dimensions within +/- 2mm. There 
is some tolerance in terms of door height using adjustment of the bottom rollers but incorrect measurements of finished opening width can 
result in doors with excessive overlap or gaps between doors.

Can my tracks be mounted to the wall in a barn door style?

Yes. Tracks can be mounted inside an opening or barn door style. Wall mounting brackets and track end caps are available for  
barn door applications. 

What is the difference in a decorative and structural mullion?

Decorative mullions have a self adhesive strip on the back and can mount vertically or horizontally on the glass. They can be easily installed 
after installation of the Lumicor doors.

Structural mullions mount directly to the door frame and add structural rigidity to the doors. Structural mullions also allow for the usage of 
different pattern infill panels on the same door.

What is the function of the center door stopper?

The center door stopper mounts into the track and allow the doors to rest at a defined point. You would utilize a center door stopper if you 
have a multi-door application and you want the doors to sit in a particular place when they are closed. The center door stopper can be  
by-passed with slight pressure.

How do the top and bottom tracks mount?

The top tracks will screw-mount to a header if they are mounted inside an opening. For barn door mounting, top tracks will mount to the wall 
with brackets. The bottom tracks are mounted with a self adhesive strip. 

Why would I use a track cleaning brush?

This system is a bottom rolling system which means the rollers run on a track that is mounted to the floor. With all bottom rolling hardware, 
dirt and debris can accumulate on the track which can cause doors to not run as smoothly and quietly over time. The track cleaning brush 
cleans the roller-portion of the track which ensures the doors function properly.

Why is there a minimum door size for soft closers?  

The soft closers mount to the top of the doors; therefor, there needs to be ample room to mount them. The minimum door width required for 
soft closing one side of the door is 19-5/8" and is 36-5/8" for soft closing both sides of the door.


